
Thursday 30th April 

Maths Activity: Good Morning Everyone! 

 

I hope you have enjoyed working on Bar Charts and investigating the types of questions you 

might be asked about the data included in them.   

Today we are going to look at line graphs, these are similar in some ways to Bar Charts in 

that they have two the lines along the side and the bottom which should always be labelled 

and have numbers on them and a title.  

Line Graphs are different than Bar charts as we draw a line between dots as you will see in 

the power point and it also allows us to show different types of information.  

 

Did you know the vertical axis (up and down) is called the Y axis and the horizontal (along 

the bottom) axis is called the X axis? 

Line Graphs are a great way to show how something changes over a period of time, for 

example temperature through the day. How might this change from morning to night time 

do you think? 

 

So today you will be looking the Powerpoint on the website called ‘Introducing Line 

Graphs.’ 

There are then some questions for you to try look at the scale on slide 2 to help decide 

which questions you should try. Discuss these questions with an adult as they will be able to 

show you how you can draw on your Line Graph (Using a ruler of course) to find the 

information that you need.  

Steps to success 

Always read the title of the graph! This will tell you what it is about 

Always Read the X Axis 

Always read the Y Axis 

Try to say what the graph is showing in a sentence to yourself. For example; This graph is 

showing me how temperature changes over the duration of a day.  

 

Grownups if you have time, please discuss the importance of using an appropriate scale for 

the X and Y axis and that this scale does not always have to start on 0. For example if 

measuring summer temperature we may decide to start at 10 degrees C as not doing this 



makes our graph larger than it needs to be and wastes a lot of space. In the same way 

recording temp throughout the day, are we going to record every minute or every hour? 

Why is hourly more likely? Why would we not record every second? 

 

Everyone! Before I go more vital information from Mr. Maguire’s desk. 

Knock, Knock? Who’s there? Little Old Lady. Little Old Lady Who? I didn’t know you could 

Yodel!  

 

See you again tomorrow!!! 

 

Mr. Maguire 

 

As always: If you have any time left I would like you to go to My Maths and play some 

games, Go to Times Table Rock Stars and practice all of your times tables. Remember to 

spend time on those ones you find tricky.  

 

 


